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Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) causes high mortality and morbidity, but our knowledge of postICH neuronal death and related mechanisms is limited. In this study, we first demonstrated that
ferroptosis, a newly identified form of cell death, occurs in the collagenase-induced ICH model in
mice. We found that administration of ferrostatin-1, a specific inhibitor of ferroptosis, prevented
neuronal death and reduced iron deposition induced by hemoglobin in organotypic hippocampal
slice cultures (OHSCs). Mice treated with ferrostatin-1 after ICH exhibited marked brain protection
and improved neurologic function. Additionally, we found that ferrostatin-1 reduced lipid reactive
oxygen species production and attenuated the increased expression level of PTGS2 and its gene
product cyclooxygenase-2 ex vivo and in vivo. Moreover, ferrostatin-1 in combination with other
inhibitors that target different forms of cell death prevented hemoglobin-induced cell death in
OHSCs and human induced pluripotent stem cell–derived neurons better than any inhibitor alone.
These results indicate that ferroptosis contributes to neuronal death after ICH, that administration
of ferrostatin-1 protects hemorrhagic brain, and that cyclooxygenase-2 could be a biomarker of
ferroptosis. The insights gained from this study will advance our knowledge of the post-ICH cell
death cascade and be essential for future preclinical studies.
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Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) causes high mortality and morbidity, but effective therapies
are lacking and research efforts lag behind those for ischemic stroke (1). ICH occurs when a weakened
vessel ruptures and bleeds into the surrounding brain (2). The blood accumulates and compresses the surrounding brain tissue, causing tissue damage and neuronal death (3, 4). Evidence from preclinical and clinical studies suggests that toxins released from an intracerebral hematoma may contribute to brain damage
after ICH (2, 4–8). One putative neurotoxin is hemoglobin (Hb)/heme, the most abundant protein in blood,
which is released from lysed erythrocytes after ICH. Hb can be taken into microglia and metabolized into
ferrous/ferric iron, which induces lethal reactive oxygen species (ROS) (8). The iron released from Hb is
transported out of microglia, but rather than stimulating ROS generation inside the cells, it forms highly
toxic hydroxyl radicals that attack DNA, proteins, and lipid membranes, thereby disrupting cellular function and causing neuronal death (9–12). Thus, a potential therapy for treating ICH is either reducing Hb/
iron–induced toxicity (2, 8, 13) or rescuing neurons directly.
Various forms of cell death have been identified after ICH, including apoptosis (14–18) and necrosis (15, 19) in humans and experimental animals, and autophagic cell death (20, 21) in animal models.
Although inhibiting apoptosis, necrosis, and autophagy can improve outcomes in animals subjected to
experimental ICH (17, 19, 21), caspase inhibitors have failed to inhibit neuronal death induced by Hb (22),
and no successful clinical trials using any single cell-death inhibitor have been reported. These facts suggest
that multiple forms of cell death may occur after ICH and contribute collectively to neuronal death. Indeed,
a recent study showed that necrosis occurs earlier than apoptosis, and that both contribute to cell demise
after ICH (19). Additionally, both apoptosis and necrosis were observed in brain sections from ICH patients
(15, 23). We wondered if another form of cell death occurs after ICH and if using a combination of cell
death inhibitors would improve neuronal rescue after ICH.
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Recently, ferroptosis, an iron-dependent form of nonapoptotic cell death, was identified in cancer cells
and mouse embryonic development (24–26). Ferroptosis is distinguishable from other forms of regulated
cell death in that it does not require caspases (mediators of apoptosis and pyroptosis), ATP depletion or
mitochondrial ROS generation (mediators of necroptosis), Bax/Bak (essential mediators of mitochondrial
outer membrane permeabilization), or elevations in intracellular Ca2+ (26). Ferroptosis is triggered by erastin, RSL3, glutamate, glutamine, and transferrin (24, 26, 27); it is regulated by the lipid repair enzyme
glutathione peroxidase 4 (GPx4) (24, 28, 29); it is driven by Fe2+-dependent lipid oxidation (24, 26); and
it is suppressed by the lipid ROS inhibitor ferrostatin-1 (Fer-1), iron chelators (e.g., desferrioxamine), and
lipophilic antioxidants (α-tocopherol, butylated hydroxytoluene, and β-carotene) (24–26). Ferroptosis is
associated with shrunken mitochondria (morphologically) and requires a unique set of genes (genetically):
IREB2, CS, RPL8, and ATP5G3 (26); in addition, PTGS2 is induced in cells undergoing ferroptosis (28).
Notably, PTGS2 encodes cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), which is highly expressed in neurons after ICH, and
inhibiting COX-2 reduces ICH-induced secondary brain injury (30, 31). The goal of this study was to investigate whether ferroptosis occurs after ICH and whether inhibition of ferroptosis inhibits neuronal death
and improves early ICH outcomes. Additionally, we examined which responding genes are associated with
ICH-induced ferroptosis. The insights gained from this study will advance our knowledge of cell death signaling pathways after ICH and will be essential for planning future preclinical ICH studies.

Results
Fer-1 inhibits Hb-induced neuronal death in organotypic hippocampal slice cultures. To determine whether Hb
induces cell death in organotypic hippocampal slice cultures (OHSCs) and if the ferroptosis-inhibitor
Fer-1 inhibits cell death induced by Hb, we exposed cultured OHSCs from C57BL/6 mouse pups to Hb
and assessed cell death with propidium iodide (PI) staining. Hb induced cell death both dose- and timedependently (Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental material available online with this article; https://
doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.90777DS1). Hb at 20 μM caused cell death in dentate gyrus and hippocampal
CA1 and CA3 regions that was comparable to that produced by 16-hour exposure to glutamate (5 mM)
(control: 12.6% ± 4.0%; glutamate: 57.9% ± 5.4%; Hb: 47.3% ± 4.8%; Figure 1, A and B). We also treated
OHSCs with different dosages of Fer-1 to determine an effective dose range and found the most effective
dose to be 10 μM (Supplemental Figure 1B). Treatment with 10 μM Fer-1 for 30 minutes before glutamate
or Hb exposure significantly prevented cell death; the glutamate antagonist MK-801 served as a positive
control (Figure 1, A and B) (26). We further added Fer-1 30 minutes before (pretreatment), simultaneously
with (cotreatment), or 30 minutes after Hb (posttreatment; Figure 1C). Fer-1 inhibited Hb-induced cell
death effectively in all groups (Hb: 37.6% ± 9.6%; pretreatment: 4.3% ± 3.3%; cotreatment: 8.4% ± 6.2%;
posttreatment: 10.8% ± 3.3%; P < 0.001; Figure 1C). No significant difference was present between the 3
Fer-1–treated groups (P > 0.05; Figure 1C), and Fer-1 exhibited no toxicity. We used cotreatment for additional in vitro experiments.
Next we used immunostaining of OHSCs to examine which was the primary cell population that was
injured by Hb and rescued by Fer-1. We found that NeuN (specific marker for neurons) and PI were colocalized after Hb exposure and that Fer-1 significantly reduced Hb-induced neuronal death from 83.0% ±
5.5% to 2.0% ± 1.4% (P < 0.001; Figure 1, D and E). We did not observe colocalization of the astrocyte
marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) or CX3CR1GFP/+ (microglial marker) with PI (Figure 1F). We
further tested the protective effect of Fer-1 on Hb-induced neuronal death in OHSCs by Western blotting.
Hb remarkably decreased the expression of NeuN, and Fer-1 markedly rescued its expression. As a negative control, we examined the expression of cleaved caspase-3, which is a biomarker for apoptosis. Fer-1
did not decrease Hb-induced cleavage of procaspase-3 to the active form (Supplemental Figure 1C; see
complete unedited blots in the supplemental material), suggesting that Fer-1 at this concentration does not
block the uptake of Hb into the cells and may not inhibit apoptotic cell death.
Fer-1 inhibits ferrous iron–induced neuronal death in OHSCs. Hb releases iron and induces large amounts
of ROS after ICH. To further investigate if Fer-1 also reduces iron-induced cell death, we treated OHSCs
with 0.2 mM Fe2+ in the presence or absence of Fer-1. As with Hb-induced cell death, Fer-1 reduced Fe2+induced cell death from 54.8% ± 12.0% to 19.0% ± 2.6% (P < 0.05; Figure 2, A and B). In addition, we
collected media from OHSCs to assess cell death with the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay. The results
were consistent with those of PI staining. Fer-1 significantly decreased both Hb-induced and Fe2+-induced
LDH release (both P < 0.05; Figure 2C).
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Figure 1. Fer-1 inhibits Hb-induced neuronal death in OHSCs. (A and B) Organotypic hippocampal slice cultures (OHSCs) were treated under the conditions shown for 16 hours. The glutamate antagonist MK-801 or ferrostatin-1 (Fer-1) was added 30 minutes before glutamate (Glu) or hemoglobin (Hb).
Slices were stained with propidium iodide (PI). Representative images (A) and percentage of PI+ cells (B) are shown. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 versus
control; ##P < 0.01, ###P < 0.001 versus Glu; †††P < 0.001 versus Hb. (C) OHSCs were treated as described in A. Fer-1 was added before (pretreatment),
with (cotreatment), or after (posttreatment) Hb. PI+ cells were quantified. ***P < 0.001 versus control; ###P < 0.001 versus Hb; N.S., not significant. (D
and E) OHSCs were treated as indicated, with coapplication of Fer-1 and Hb. Slices were stained with PI, fixed, and immunostained with NeuN antibodies. Representative images (D) and percentage of PI+/NeuN+ cells (E) are shown. ***P < 0.001 versus control; ###P < 0.001 versus Hb. (F) Slices (prepared from CX3CR1GFP/+ pups) were treated as described in D. Slices were fixed or further stained for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP, prepared from
C57BL/6 pups) after PI staining. Results are presented as box-and-whisker plots (the middle horizontal line within the box represents the median,
boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentile, and the whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals). One-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s multiple
comparison post test was used. n = 8–14 slices. Results are from at least 3 independent experiments. Scale bars: 1 mm (A), 50 μm (D and F).

To confirm that neurons are also vulnerable to Fe2+, we stained OHSCs with Fluoro-Jade B (FJB),
which identifies degenerating neurons. Both Hb and Fe2+ caused substantial neuronal degeneration, but
Fer-1 significantly rescued neurons under both conditions (P < 0.01; Figure 2, D and E).
Ferric iron deposition is caused by the separation of ferrous iron from ferritin and is an important indicator of ROS production and ICH injury. Perls’ staining of OHSCs showed that Fer-1 inhibited Hb-induced and
Fe2+-induced iron deposition (P < 0.05; Figure 2F). We used striatal slice cultures to confirm these results. Hbinduced cell death in slice cultures was significantly reduced by Fer-1 administration (Supplemental Figure 2).
Fer-1 prevents Hb-induced lipid ROS accumulation and GPx activity deficit. To investigate if Fer-1 is able to
reverse Hb-induced ROS accumulation, we incubated OHSCs with oxidized hydroethidine (HEt, a cell-permeant oxidative fluorescent dye) and assessed cellular ROS production. ROS content was significantly higher
in Hb-exposed OHSCs than in Hb-exposed OHSCs treated with Fer-1 (P < 0.01; Figure 3A). To examine if
Hb-induced lipid ROS production can be inhibited by Fer-1, we measured the lipid compartment by BODIPY
581/591 C11 oxidation (32). Hb triggered the production of large amounts of lipid ROS (control, 2.4 ± 1.4 ×
107 vs. Hb, 7.2 ± 1.8 × 107, P < 0.05 as assessed by fluorescence microscopy; control, 4.5 ± 2.9 vs. Hb, 9.5 ±
1.1, P < 0.01 as assessed by fluorescence of lysed tissue on a plate reader; Figure 3B). Cumene hydroperoxide
(CHP) served as a positive control (control, 2.4 ± 1.4 × 107 vs. CHP, 1.0 ± 0.01 × 108, P < 0.001 as assessed
by fluorescence microscopy; control, 4.5 ± 2.9 vs. CHP, 20.8 ± 4.4, P < 0.01 as assessed by fluorescence of
lysed tissue on a plate reader; Figure 3B). Fer-1 significantly decreased lipid ROS in both experiments (Hb,
7.2 ± 1.8 × 107 vs. Hb+Fer-1, 2.4 ± 1.6 × 107, P < 0.05 as assessed by fluorescence microscopy; Hb, 9.5 ± 1.1
vs. Hb+Fer-1, 4.8 ± 3.2, P < 0.05 as assessed by fluorescence of lysed tissue on a plate reader; Figure 3B).
To further confirm this result, we performed the classic malondialdehyde (MDA) assay to assess lipid ROS
production and found consistent results (Hb, 0.2 ± 0.009 vs. Hb+Fer-1, 0.1 ± 0.002, P < 0.05; Figure 3C).
A deficiency in GPx4 activity is believed to contribute to ferroptosis in cancer cells (28). Whether GPx4
activity also is dysfunctional in ICH and Hb-induced ferroptosis has not been investigated. In a general
GPx activity assay, we monitored the rate of NADPH oxidation coupled to glutathione reduction by glutathione reductase in the presence of excess CHP substrate for GPx. We found that Hb-exposed OHSCs
exhibited a decrease in functional GPx activity (P < 0.001; Figure 3D). Fer-1 significantly attenuated the
Hb-induced GPx dysfunction at 16 hours (Figure 3D). However, when we tested whether Fer-1 rescues
GPx activity at an earlier time point (4 hours), we detected no significant changes in GPx activity in Hbinjured OHSCs (Supplemental Figure 3A), indicating that Fer-1 does not block GPx inactivation and that
attenuation of GPx dysfunction at the later time point (16 hours) might result from increased neuronal
survival. To further confirm that Hb was able to deplete glutathione and subsequently inactivate GPx, we
performed a glutathione assay using OHSCs exposed to Hb for different time periods. Hb decreased the
glutathione concentration in OHSCs at 6 hours, and the difference between the Hb-exposed and control
group was still detectable at 16 hours (Supplemental Figure 3).
To investigate whether specific ferroptosis-related gene sets are induced in the ICH model, we examined the mRNA expression of ATP5G3, RPL8, CS, and IREB2 (26, 28), as well as PTGS2, which has been
shown to be induced during ferroptosis (28). In contrast to previous findings in the in vivo mouse model
that ATP5G3 and IREB2 mRNA levels are overexpressed after ICH (33), we did not find a change in expression of ATP5G3, RPL8, CS, or IREB2 in the OHSC model, suggesting that blood elements other than Hb
are responsible for upregulation of these genes in vivo. However, Hb increased PTGS2 expression dramatically, and Fer-1 attenuated this effect (control: 1; Hb: 23.9 ± 1.8; Hb+Fer-1: 8.4 ± 0.1; P < 0.05; Figure 3E),
consistent with the previous report that PTGS2 expression is induced by erastin analogs and by RSL3 (28).
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Figure 2. Fer-1 inhibits ferrous iron–induced neuronal death in OHSCs. (A–C) Organotypic hippocampal slice cultures (OHSCs) were treated with 10
μM ferrostatin-1 (Fer-1), 20 μM hemoglobin (Hb) plus vehicle, Hb with Fer-1 (cotreatment), 0.2 mM FeCl2 plus vehicle (Fe2+), FeCl2 with Fer-1 (cotreatment), or vehicle for 16 hours. Then they were stained with propidium iodide (PI) (A), and the percentage of PI+ cells was calculated (B). (C) Culture
medium was collected and concentrated for use in the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay. (D and E) OHSCs were treated as described in A–C, fixed,
and stained with Fluoro-Jade B (FJB). Quantification of FJB+ cells (D) and representative images from the CA1 region (E) are shown. (F) OHSCs were
treated as described in A for 3 days. Slices were fixed and stained with Perls’ stain. Representative images and quantification of iron-positive cells are
shown. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 versus control; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01 versus Hb; †P < 0.05, ††P < 0.01 versus Fe2+. Results are presented as
box-and-whisker plots (the middle horizontal line within the box represents the median, boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentile, and the
whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals). One-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post test was used. Results are from at least 3
independent experiments. Scale bars: 1 mm (A), 0.5 mm (E), 50 μm (F).

In situ administration of Fer-1 reduces neuron degeneration, iron deposition, injury volume, and neurologic deficit
after ICH in vivo. ICH was induced in mice by injection of collagenase into the left striatum. Needle insertion was used as a sham control procedure. FJB staining indicated that the number of degenerating neurons
around the lesion peaked at 24 hours after ICH (sham: 0.6 ± 0.9 per ×200 field; ICH: 86.7 ± 14.8 per ×200
field; Figure 4, A and B). Thus, we chose to monitor the effect of Fer-1 on neuronal death at 1 and 3 days
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Figure 3. Fer-1 reduces Hb-induced lipid ROS and ameliorates glutathione peroxidase (GPx) activity reduction in OHSCs. Organotypic hippocampal slice
cultures (OHSCs) were treated with 10 μM ferrostatin-1 (Fer-1) and 20 μM hemoglobin (Hb) alone or in combination for 16 hours. (A) ROS were measured
by quantifying fluorescence intensity after incubation with hydroethidine (HEt). Representative images and quantification are shown. **P < 0.01 versus
control; ###P < 0.001 versus Hb. (B) Lipid ROS were measured with BODIPY 581/591 C11 reagent, and images were taken under a fluorescence microscope.
Slices were then lysed and fluorescence intensity measured on a microplate reader. Cumene hydroperoxide (CHP) treatment was used as a positive control.
Representative images and quantification are shown. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 versus control; #P < 0.05 versus Hb. (C) Lipid ROS were measured
with a malondialdehyde (MDA) assay. *P < 0.05 versus control; #P < 0.05 versus Hb. (D) GPx activity was measured with a GPx assay kit. **P < 0.01, ***P <
0.001 versus control; #P < 0.05 versus Hb. (E) mRNA was extracted from the OHSCs, and reverse transcriptase real-time PCR was carried out with different
primers. GAPDH was used as an internal control, and results are shown as fold change of control. *P < 0.05 versus control; #P < 0.05 versus Hb. Results
are represented as box-and-whisker plots (A–C; the middle horizontal line within the box represents the median, boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th
percentile, and the whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals) or mean ± SD (D and E). Statistical tests used were 1-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s
multiple comparison post test (A–C, and E) and repeated measurement followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison (D). Results are from at least 3 independent experiments. Scale bars: 1 mm (A), 100 μm (B).

after ICH. To verify the efficacy of Fer-1, we injected 1 pmol of Fer-1 (in 1 μl 0.01% DMSO in saline)
immediately after collagenase injection at the same site. Despite the demonstrated metabolic and plasma
instability of Fer-1, we suspected that local administration would allow for a protective effect, particularly
at high doses, as was reported for a kidney degeneration model (34). Vehicle (1 μl 0.01% DMSO in saline)
injection was used as a control. Another 2 sets of animals received collagenase injection only (ICH) or
insight.jci.org   https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.90777
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Figure 4. In situ administration of Fer-1 reduces degenerating neurons and neurologic
deficit in vivo. (A and B) Male
C57BL/6 mice (6–8 weeks
old) underwent collagenase
injection or sham procedure.
Brain sections were stained
with Fluoro-Jade B (FJB) at
indicated times. (A) Field of
interest and representative
images of intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) mouse brain. (B)
Quantification of FJB+ cells.
*P < 0.05 versus all other
time points. Sham, 6 hours,
12 hours, 7 days, and 14 days:
n = 8; 1 day: n = 10; 3 days: n
= 12. (C–G) Mice were injected
with collagenase followed by
ferrostatin-1 (Fer-1) or vehicle
in situ. Brains were collected
and frozen sectioned at 1 and 3
days. (C) Sections were stained
with FJB, and quantification
is shown. **P < 0.01, ***P <
0.001 versus vehicle at the
same time point. (D) Cresyl
violet (CV) was used to stain
surviving neurons at day 3.
Representative images and
quantification are shown. *P <
0.05 versus vehicle. (E) Perls’
staining and quantification
of iron-positive cells. **P <
0.01 versus vehicle. (F) Brain
sections were stained with CV
and lesion volume calculated.
**P < 0.01 versus vehicle. (G)
Neurologic deficit score, right
front paw placement, and
hind limb placing scores. **P <
0.01 versus sham at the same
time point; #P < 0.05 versus
vehicle at the same time point.
Results are shown as boxand-whisker plots (the middle
horizontal line within the
box represents the median,
boxes extend from the 25th
to the 75th percentile, and
the whiskers represent 95%
confidence intervals). One-way
ANOVA followed by Dunn’s
multiple comparison post test
was used. For C–G, sham and
vehicle: n = 8; ICH and Fer-1:
n = 10. Scale bars: 50 μm (A
and D), 100 μm (C and E), 1
mm (F). Original magnification
of insets: ×400 (C), ×600 (D
and E).
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needle insertion only (sham). After 1 or 3 days, we stained brain sections with FJB. We found that Fer-1
decreased the number of FJB-positive cells compared with that in the vehicle group at both time points
(both P < 0.01; Figure 4C). To further verify that Fer-1 reduces neuronal death after ICH, we stained sections with Cresyl violet (CV) and found that Fer-1 administration significantly increased surviving neurons
around the lesion at 3 days after ICH (P < 0.05; Figure 4D).
To evaluate the effects of Fer-1 on iron deposition and injury volume, we stained sections with Perls’
stain. The Fer-1–treated group had significantly less iron deposition (29.6 ± 6.4) than did the vehicle group
(74.5 ± 14.8) at day 3 (P < 0.01; Figure 4E). We further stained the brain slices with CV every 120 μm
throughout the entire striatum, and quantified the injury volume of each group at day 3. Injury volume was
significantly smaller in the Fer-1–treated group than in the vehicle group (P < 0.01; Figure 4F).
At both 1 and 3 days after ICH, we found that, compared with vehicle-treated ICH mice, Fer-1–treated
ICH mice had significantly reduced neurologic deficit (P < 0.05; Figure 4G), less right forelimb muscle
weakness (P < 0.05; Figure 4G), and less hind limb muscle weakness (P < 0.05; Figure 4G); however, Fer-1
failed to correct corner turn preference (Supplemental Figure 4A).
Intracerebroventricular administration of Fer-1 rescues degenerating neurons, diminishes injury volume, and corrects neurologic deficit after ICH in vivo. To enhance clinical relevance, we delayed the administration of Fer-1
until 2 hours after collagenase injection and administered it through the ipsilateral cerebral ventricle instead
of in situ into the striatum. At 3 and 7 days after ICH, we collected brain sections and stained them with
FJB. Fer-1–treated mice exhibited significantly less neuronal death than did vehicle-treated mice at both
time points (both P < 0.05; Figure 5A). Additionally, we performed unbiased stereology to count surviving
neurons for the whole striatum at the ipsilateral site. Fer-1 administration reduced neuronal death effectively compared with vehicle treatment (day 7, P < 0.05; Figure 5B). We also stained the sections with CV/
Luxol fast blue to measure the injury volume. We found that Fer-1 administration decreased the injury volume compared with that of the vehicle group at both time points (both P < 0.05; Figure 5C). Additionally,
Fer-1 significantly improved neurologic function, forelimb muscle strength, and hind limb muscle strength
compared with that of the vehicle group (all P < 0.05; Figure 5D) but did not affect preference in the corner
turn test (Supplemental Figure 4B).
To further enhance clinical relevance, we repeated this in vivo experiment in a group of 12-month-old
male mice. Consistent with the results obtained in young mice, Fer-1 administration significantly improved
neurologic function and hind limb muscle strength at day 1 after ICH (Supplemental Figure 5, A and B)
and decreased injury volume compared with that of the vehicle group (Supplemental Figure 5C).
To improve translational potential, we confirmed the effect of Fer-1 in a blood ICH model. We found
that Fer-1 reduced neuronal death and lesion volume, and corrected neurologic deficit at day 3 after ICH
(Supplemental Figure 6).
To further verify the presence of ferroptosis in Hb-treated OHSCs and ICH brain in vivo, we tested
a second, independent ferroptosis inhibitor, liproxstatin-1, and the arachidonate lipoxygenase (ALOX)
inhibitor zileuton, which has also been shown to inhibit ferroptosis (35). We exposed OHSCs for 16 hours
to 20 μM Hb alone or in combination with 5 μM liproxstatin-1 (30-minute delay) (36) or 50 μM zileuton
(administered 24 hours before Hb) (35). Liproxstatin-1 and zileuton markedly inhibited Hb-induced cell
death as measured by PI staining (Supplemental Figure 7A). Additionally, we delayed the administration
of liproxstatin-1 (i.p.) until 4 hours after collagenase injection and harvested the brain 3 days after ICH. We
found that daily liproxstatin-1 treatment decreased neurologic deficits (Supplemental Figure 7B), decreased
lesion volume (Supplemental Figure 7C), and rescued neuronal cells (Supplemental Figure 7D) compared
with vehicle treatment.
Intracerebroventricular administration of Fer-1 reduces lipid ROS and inhibits COX-2 expression after ICH in
vivo. To examine if Fer-1 reduces cell death by reducing lipid ROS in vivo, we injected Fer-1 or vehicle (1 μl
0.01% DMSO in saline) 2 hours after collagenase and collected tissue at various time points for measurement of MDA concentration. Lipid ROS were elevated at 1 and 3 days after ICH and returned to baseline
on day 7 (Figure 5E). In mice treated with Fer-1, lipid ROS remained at the level of sham controls on days
1 and 3 (Figure 5E). Western blot analysis of 4-hydroxynonenal–labeled (4-HNE–labeled) protein showed
peak expression at 1 day after ICH (P < 0.001 vs. sham group; Figure 5F; see complete unedited blots in the
supplemental material). Fer-1 administration decreased 4-HNE content at 1 day after ICH to the level in
sham animals (P < 0.01 vs. vehicle group; Figure 5F). However, we did not detect any significant increase
of 4-HNE expression at 3 days after ICH compared with that in the sham group (P > 0.05, Figure 5F and
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Figure 5. Intracerebroventricular administration of Fer-1 reduces degenerating neurons, neurologic deficit, and lipid ROS and inhibits COX-2 expression
in vivo. Male C57BL/6 mice (6–8 weeks old) underwent collagenase injection or sham procedure. Ferrostatin-1 (Fer-1) or vehicle was injected through the
left ventricle 2 hours after collagenase. (A) Brain slices were stained with Fluoro-Jade B (FJB), and quantification is shown. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 versus corresponding vehicle. (B) Brain slices were stained with Cresyl violet (CV), and stereological quantification of the surviving neurons in the ipsilateral striatum is
shown. ***P < 0.001 versus sham; #P < 0.05 versus vehicle. (C) Lesion volume was calculated after CV/Luxol fast blue staining. *P < 0.05 versus corresponding vehicle. Scale bar: 1 mm. (D) Neurologic deficit score, right front paw placement, and hind limb placing scores. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 versus
corresponding sham; #P < 0.05 versus corresponding vehicle. (E–G) Four-millimeter tissue slices were collected from the hematoma core and perihematoma
region of intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) and sham animals. Tissue was homogenized for the malondialdehyde (MDA) assay (E) and Western blotting (F and
G). β-Actin served as a loading control. Protein expression was normalized to β-actin and expressed as fold change of sham. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001 versus
sham; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01, ###P < 0.001 versus corresponding vehicle. Results are shown as box-and-whisker plots (the middle horizontal line within the
box represents the median, boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentile, and the whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals). Statistical tests used
were 1-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post test (A–D) and 1-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc analysis (D–F). For A–D,
sham and vehicle: n = 8; ICH and Fer-1: n = 10. For E–G, sham, vehicle, and Fer-1: n = 5.
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Supplemental Figure 8A; see complete unedited blots in the supplemental material). To further confirm the
result, we performed a 4-HNE ELISA assay and found similar results (Supplemental Figure 8B).
COX-2 is induced early after ICH (30) and encoded by PTGS-2, which is downstream of ferroptosis in
cancer cells (28). We found that the protein level of COX-2 was increased significantly on days 1 and 3 after
ICH (P < 0.001 vs. sham group; Figure 5G; see complete unedited blots in the supplemental material) and
that Fer-1 decreased COX-2 expression on both days compared with that in the vehicle group (day 1: P <
0.001; day 3: P < 0.05; Figure 5G).
Ferroptosis is mixed with other forms of cell death after ICH in vivo. We used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to examine the ultrastructure of cells after ICH. Unlike other forms of cell death, ferroptosis
is associated with shrunken mitochondria (26, 28). We prepared TEM slices from mice at 3 and 6 days
after collagenase-induced ICH or the sham procedure. We chose 3 regions to perform uranyl acetate and
lead staining: margin of the hematoma, contralateral hemisphere with corresponding location, and corresponding location in sham mice. We observed shrunken mitochondria in soma (where cells were not
undergoing obvious necrosis, apoptosis, or autophagy) and axons (surrounded by myelin) at the margin
of the hematoma at both 3 and 6 days (Figure 6A). The quantitative data showed that the frequency of
smaller mitochondrial area increased in both the cytoplasm and axons (Figure 6B); swollen mitochondria
were observed in the cytoplasm but not axons at both time points (Figure 6B). Interestingly, shrunken mitochondria were also present on the contralateral side on days 3 and 6 (Supplemental Figure 9). In addition
to ferroptosis, we also observed classical ultrastructure of necrosis (cytoplasmic and organelle swelling and
plasma membrane rupture), apoptosis (chromatin condensation), and autophagy (formation of doublemembrane vesicles) after ICH at these time points (Figure 6C).
Inhibiting multiple forms of cell death optimized neuronal rescue in vitro. Because we observed ferroptosis,
apoptosis, necrosis, and autophagy after ICH in vivo, and inhibiting individual types of cell death has
offered little improvement in outcome in past preclinical studies, we investigated whether a combination
of inhibitors could reduce neuronal death more than a single inhibitor. We exposed OHSCs to vehicle,
Hb alone, or Hb with different inhibitors. PI staining showed that 20 μM Hb induced significant cell
death, and that Fer-1, caspase 3 inhibitor (apoptosis inhibitor), and necrostatin-1 (Nec-1, necrosis inhibitor), each rescued cell death; a combination of Fer-1, caspase 3 inhibitor, and Nec-1 decreased cell death
more than any individual inhibitor alone (Figure 6D). Even when we exposed OHSCs to a lethal dose
and time period of Hb (50 μM, 48 hours), Fer-1 and a combination of inhibitors were able to significantly
reduce the cell death (Figure 6E).
We also cultured cortical neurons differentiated from human induced pluripotent stem cell–derived
(iPSC-derived) neuronal cells and treated them with vehicle or different doses of Hb to mimic human ICH
in vitro. MTT assay results showed that Hb induced dose-dependent neuronal death. A dose of 20 μM Hb
significantly decreased cell viability (by 57%) compared with that in vehicle-treated control neurons (Figure 6, F and G). Next, we treated the Hb-exposed iPSC-derived neurons with Fer-1, caspase 3 inhibitor,
Nec-1, and 3-methyladenine (3-MA, autophagy inhibitor), individually. Because high concentrations of
Nec-1 (30–50 μM) can inhibit ferroptosis (36), we used a low concentration (1 μM) to avoid this potential
effect, and measured cell death using PI staining. Fer-1, caspase 3 inhibitor, and Nec-1 each offered a small
improvement in cell viability; 3-MA showed no effect (Figure 6H). Therefore, we next treated cells with a
combination of Fer-1, caspase 3 inhibitor, and Nec-1. This combination improved viability of Hb-exposed
neurons more than any individual inhibitor alone (Figure 6H). We found similar results with the MTT
assay (Supplemental Figure 10).
Glutaminolysis also contributes to post-ICH ferroptosis in vivo. To determine whether glutaminolysis contributes to Hb-induced ferroptosis, we exposed OHSCs to Hb or vehicle, and then measured glutamate
concentration. No difference was detected between Hb- and vehicle-treated slices (P > 0.05; Supplemental Figure 11A).
Next, we collected brain tissue from the hematoma core and perihematoma of ICH animals, and
from the corresponding brain regions of sham animals. We found that the concentration of glutamate
in the hemorrhagic striatum was significantly higher than that in the striatum of sham animals but did
not differ significantly between days 1 and 3 after ICH (P < 0.05 vs. sham group; P > 0.05, ICH 1 day vs.
ICH 3 days; Supplemental Figure 11B). Furthermore, i.p. administration of the glutaminase inhibitor
compound 968 significantly decreased the number of degenerating neurons in the perihematoma region
compared with vehicle treatment (P < 0.05; Supplemental Figure 11C).
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Figure 6. Inhibiting multiple forms of cell death optimizes neuronal rescue in vitro. (A–C) Male C57BL/6 mice (6–8 weeks old) underwent collagenase injection or sham procedure. Brain slices were stained with 2% uranyl acetate and lead citrate. (A) Ultrastructure of neuron somas and axons. n, nuclei; c, cyto-
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plasm; m, mitochondria. Red arrows show representative mitochondria in somas and axons. ICH, intracerebral hemorrhage. (B) Mitochondrial area frequency
in somas and axons. Arrows indicate increased frequency of shrunken mitochondria in ICH groups. (C) Ultrastructure of (a) a healthy neuronal soma and (b)
normal axon in sham group; (c) arrows indicate chromatin condensation in 2 cells undergoing apoptosis; (d, g) double arrows indicate organelle swelling in
a cell undergoing necrosis with classical nuclear membrane rupture; (e, f) arrowhead indicates formation of double-membrane vesicles in a cell undergoing
autophagy. n = 3 per time point. Number of soma mitochondria, sham: n = 272; ICH 3 days: n = 414; ICH 6 days: n = 312. Number of axon mitochondria, sham:
n = 152; ICH 3 days: n = 306; ICH 6 days: n = 296. (D and E) Organotypic hippocampal slice cultures were treated as indicated for 16 hours (D) or 48 hours (E)
before cell death was measured by propidium iodide (PI) staining. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 versus control; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01, ###P < 0.001 versus hemoglobin (Hb). (F–H) Human induced pluripotent stem cell–derived neurons were treated as indicated for 16 hours before cell viability/death was measured
with the MTT assay (F) or PI staining (H). MAP2 staining shows the morphology of Hb-injured neurons (G). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 versus control;
#
P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01, ###P < 0.001 versus Hb. Results are shown as bar graphs or box-and-whisker plots (the middle horizontal line within the box represents
the median, boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentile, and the whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals). n = 3 independent experiments; 1-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc analysis. Scale bars: (A) upper panel, 2 μm and bottom panel, 500 nm; (C) 2 μm; (G) left panel, 100 μm and right panel, 50
μm. Original magnification for insets (A and G), ×600.

Discussion
Ferroptosis is a recently reported form of cell death that plays a major role in tumor development and
embryonic development (25, 26). To date, ferroptosis has been reported in one model of Parkinson’s disease, but it has not been shown in an in vivo stroke model (37). In the present study, we showed that ferroptosis occurs in a mouse model of ICH, that it contributes to neuronal death, and that COX-2 might be
a biomarker. Additionally, Fer-1 and liproxstatin-1 protected the hemorrhagic brain, and a combination of
agents that inhibit different forms of cell death offered more neuronal protection than any one inhibitor
alone in an in vitro model. Taken together, these findings provide evidence that inhibition of ferroptosis
protects hemorrhagic brain and could be developed into a potential clinical therapy for ICH patients.
Hemoglobin is a major component of blood, and Hb/heme/iron plays an essential role in ROS and lipid
ROS production after ICH (38, 39). Although Hb and iron have been used to study ICH (40, 41), to the best
of our knowledge we are the first group to use Hb and iron to mimic ICH in OHSCs ex vivo. Like prolonged
glutamate exposure (26), prolonged Hb and Fe2+ exposure induced ferroptosis in OHSCs. Hb inhibited GPx
activity and caused accumulation of lipid ROS. IREB2, CS, RPL8, and ATP5G3 also have been identified as
essential ferroptosis genes in several cancer cell lines (26). In particular, IREB2 encodes a master regulator
of iron metabolism. Neurons lacking IREB2 are highly resistant to Hb toxicity (42), and IREB2 knockout
increases perihematomal ferritin expression and cell viability after ICH (43). Our group also showed that
the mRNA expression levels of IREB2 and ATP5G3 were upregulated after ICH in vivo (33). These data
suggest that ferroptosis may contribute to ICH-induced secondary neuronal death. However, we failed to
detect any significant changes in IREB2, CS, RPL8, or ATP5G3 mRNA level when we used Hb to stimulate
OHSCs; only PTGS2 was upregulated by Hb and inhibited by Fer-1. Combined with the results of our in
vivo experiment, it appears that PTGS2 may be the direct downstream gene that responds to Hb-induced
ferroptosis. Other ferroptosis-related genes may be regulated by other blood metabolites (like thrombin) after
ICH. COX-2 is highly expressed after ICH. In vivo, it is expressed on neurons and astrocytes on day 1, but
only on astrocytes on day 3 (30). Our data show that Hb regulated PTGS2 in OHSCs, which contain a mixed
cell population of neurons and astrocytes. Additionally, Hb induced ferroptosis in human iPSC-derived neuronal cultures. These data suggest that COX-2 activity increases in neurons in a ferroptosis-related manner,
but whether astrocyte-expressed COX-2 also contributes to this cell death progress is unknown. Additional
studies with primary astrocyte cultures or neuron-astrocyte cocultures are needed.
Three mechanisms that lead to ferroptosis have been reported in cancer cells: (a) depletion of glutathione and subsequent inactivation of GPx4, (b) transferrin import or iron overload, and (c) glutamine metabolism/glutaminolysis (26–28). Intracellular iron overload is clearly one of the major mechanisms in Hband Fe2+-induced neuronal ferroptosis. When a cell becomes injured, it accumulates intracellular iron from
hemoproteins and releases inflammatory mediators. Based on the size and morphology of iron-positive
cells, most are microglia, not neurons. Decreased iron accumulation in microglia might attenuate neuronal
death. Evidence indicates that iron and TNF-α can change the polarization of microglia (44), and that the
phagocytic capacity of microglia can be affected by their polarization state (45). When activated microglia
accumulate less iron, they release fewer inflammatory mediators and less intracellular free iron. As a result,
adjacent neurons are protected. We also showed that Hb decreased glutathione concentration and inactivated GPx in OHSCs. Indeed, studies have shown that Hb depletes glutathione in endothelial cells (46), and
that hemin (an Hb degradation product) causes cytotoxicity through depletion of glutathione in astrocytes
(47). However, we failed to detect glutamate accumulation in Hb-treated OHSCs. Hence, glutaminolysis
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may not contribute to Hb-induced ferroptosis in vitro. Interestingly, studies have shown that glutamate level
increases in the perihematomal region of a rabbit ICH model and in blood of ICH patients (48, 49). In our
mouse model, perihematomal glutamate was greater in ICH mice than in sham mice, and treatment with
glutaminase inhibitor compound 968 significantly decreased the number of degenerating neurons in the
perihematomal region. These results suggest that glutaminolysis contributes to neuronal death after ICH in
vivo, but not to Hb-induced toxicity in vitro.
Fer-1 is a cell-permeant compound with an EC50 of 60 nM in cancer cells; it requires a higher effective
concentration in OHSCs because of the thickness of the slices; Fer-1 specifically inhibits erastin-induced or
RSL3-induced ferroptosis in cancer cells and glutamate-induced ferroptosis in brain slice cultures by inhibiting lipid ROS production (24, 26); it was also shown to inhibit embryo development–related ferroptosis and
kidney degeneration (25). In our study, Fer-1 dramatically reduced neuronal death induced by Hb and iron
ex vivo and in vitro. Moreover, the basal level of cell death was even lower than that of the control group in
some brain slice culture samples. We speculate that ferroptosis may contribute to the cell death that occurs
during culturing of brain slices ex vivo and may promote the thinning of OHSCs. Thus, adding Fer-1 itself
may also inhibit this process. Importantly, we showed that Fer-1 is neuroprotective whether it is applied
before, during, or after Hb exposure ex vivo, suggesting that it can be used not only to prevent lipid ROS
production, but also as a potential treatment of ICH-induced ferroptosis. Furthermore, we administered
Fer-1 to ICH animals in situ immediately after collagenase injection or into the cerebral ventricle after a
2-hour delay and found that just 1 dose was able to inhibit neuronal death, decrease iron deposition, reduce
injury volume, and correct neurologic deficits effectively up to 7 days after ICH. Results were confirmed in a
collagenase model using middle-aged mice and in a blood model using young mice. It has been shown that
lipid ROS accumulate as early as 1 hour after ICH (38). Therefore, the efficacy of Fer-1 after a 2-hour delay
in administration offers proof of principle that it may have therapeutic potential for ICH. To enhance the
potential clinical applications, the structure of Fer-1 needs to be modified such that it can be formulated in
a suitable solvent, such as saline or β-cyclodextrin rather than DMSO. Additionally, the therapeutic window
for Fer-1 needs to be determined. More clinically feasible drug-delivery methods, such as intranasal or intravenous delivery, need to be tested when new brain-permeant and metabolically stable drug-like Fer-1 analogs
are available. We also tested the neuroprotective effect of other ferroptosis inhibitors — liproxstatin-1 and
ALOX inhibitor zileuton in OHSCs, and liproxstatin-1 in vivo. Liproxstatin-1 and zileuton each effectively
reduced neuronal death ex vivo, and liproxstatin-1 improved acute ICH outcomes in vivo. These findings
provide more evidence that ferroptosis indeed occurs in Hb-exposed OHSCs and in the ICH brain.
Using TEM, we observed shrunken mitochondria in the brains of ICH animals, providing powerful
evidence of ferroptosis after ICH. To our knowledge, this is the first solid evidence of shrunken mitochondria in vivo (25, 26). Importantly, we also observed shrunken mitochondria in the contralateral striatum
after ICH. We believe that this contralateral effect is due to the presence of extensive interhemispheric
connections. Inflammation in the diseased hemisphere may signal to the contralateral hemisphere after
ICH (50, 51), which can damage mitochondria and lead to whole brain dysfunction. Interestingly, a
previous study detected abnormal MRI signals in the homologous contralateral brain regions that correlated with hematoma volume in patients with ICH (52). Similarly, in ischemic stroke models, activated
astrocytes (53) and apoptotic/necrotic cell death (54, 55) were observed in the contralateral hemisphere.
These findings suggest that we cannot use the contralateral brain tissue as an internal control for some
experiments after stroke/ICH, especially for cell death–related research. In addition to ferroptosis, we
found that other forms of cell death occurred simultaneously in the hemorrhagic brain. In fact, shrunken
and swollen mitochondria sometimes coexisted in the same neuronal soma. Thus, different forms of cell
death may be triggered in the same cell. Recently, Hou et al. (56) found that autophagy promotes ferroptosis by degradation of ferritin in cancer cells. It remains to be determined how a cell triggers different
cell death pathways under the same stimulation and what crosstalk/regulation occurs between apoptosis,
necrosis, autophagy, and ferroptosis.
We found that using a combination of inhibitors for different forms of cell death was more effective
at reducing Hb-induced neuronal death than using just one. However, whether a combination of different
inhibitors could improve ICH outcomes better than one drug, or whether this strategy can be effective in
clinical trials is still unknown.
In this study, we only tested male mice, and sex is an important factor that affects ICH outcome,
especially early outcomes (57). Studies have shown that sex influences neuronal death by affecting poly
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(ADP-ribose) polymerase–dependent cell death and estrogen receptor activation (58), and possibly by
affecting lipid metabolism and peroxidation (59–61). Whether ferroptosis is affected by sex in the ICH
model is not clear and needs to be addressed. We examined only early outcomes in the first 7 days after
ICH. The long-term effects of Fer-1 on motor function, learning, and memory need to be addressed.
Furthermore, studies are still needed to determine the therapeutic window of Fer-1 and whether Fer-1
can protect mitochondria.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the presence of ferroptosis after ICH and found that administration
of 1 dose of Fer-1 at 2 hours after ICH reduced neuronal death and improved neurologic function up to 7
days. This protection was associated with inhibition of lipid ROS and COX-2 expression. We believe that
our potentially novel findings fill an important gap in knowledge of cell death after ICH and provide a vital
foundation for cell death–based ICH treatment in the future.

Methods
Study design. A power analysis based on our previous studies (62) and pilot data indicated that 8 mice/
group would provide at least 80% power for detecting a 20% decrease in lesion volume at α = 0.05 (2-sided).
To account for potential animal death, we used 10 mice/group. Animals that had a neurologic deficit score
higher than 20 at 24 hours after surgery were euthanized under deep anesthesia. Animals that died or were
euthanized were excluded from the sample size. Outlying data points were defined with statistical software
assuming a normal distribution (threshold was set as 2.0-fold of SD from the mean) and were excluded
from the dataset. Three or more independent experiments were performed for all ex vivo and in vitro
experiments. Animals, slice cultures, and cell cultures for each group were randomized with the website
www.randomization.com. Treatment, data collection, and data analyses were blinded by using different
investigators or by masking sample labels.
Animals. All treatment strategies followed ARRIVE and RIGOR guidelines (63). Six- and 12-week-old
C57BL/6 male mice were obtained from Charles River Laboratories. Six-week-old male CX3CR1GFP/+
mice (on C57BL/6 background), which express enhanced GFP in monocytes, dendritic cells, NK cells, and
microglia under control of the endogenous Cx3cr1 locus (64) were obtained from Jonathan Bromberg (University of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland, USA) and used to visualize microglia. All efforts were made
to minimize the number of animals used and ensure minimal suffering. Body weight, rectal temperature,
and survival rate were recorded for each mouse before and after surgery until the endpoint of experiments
(Supplemental Figures 12 and 13).
ICH model. Mice were anesthetized by 1%–3% isoflurane inhalation and ventilated with oxygenenriched air (20%:80%). They were injected in the left striatum with 0.5 μl of 0.075 U collagenase VII-S
(Sigma-Aldrich) at 0.1 μl/minute (collagenase model) or with 8 μl of autologous blood at 0.5 μl/minute (3
μl followed by a 5-minute pause and then 7 μl followed by a 10-minute pause). Injections were administered
at 0.8 mm anterior and 2.1 mm lateral of the bregma, and 3.1 mm in depth, as previously described (65,
66). The craniotomy was sealed with Super Glue (Loctite). Rectal temperature was maintained at 37.0 ±
0.5°C throughout the experimental and recovery periods. Sham-operated mice received the same treatment, including needle insertion, but were not injected with collagenase or blood. Mice that died before the
end of the study were excluded; otherwise, all animals proceeded into the final analysis.
OHSCs. OHSCs were cultured as previously described (67–69). Briefly, mouse pups (P7–P9) from
C57BL/6 or CX3CR1GFP/+ mice on C57BL/6 background were rapidly decapitated and the hippocampus
placed in ice-cold Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS, with Ca2+ and Mg2+; Life Technologies) supplemented with 25 mM HEPES (Life Technologies). A McIlwain tissue chopper was used to cut 350-μm-thick
sections that were immediately plated on a hydrophilic PTFE cell culture insert (pore size: 0.4 μm; Millicell-CM, Millipore) in 50% DMEM (Life Technologies), 25% heat-inactivated horse serum (Invitrogen),
25% HBSS, 35 mM glucose (Sigma-Aldrich), and 25 mM HEPES. The sections were incubated at 37°C
in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. After 1 day in vitro, the medium was changed to 70% DMEM and 5% heatinactivated horse serum. Medium was changed every 2 to 3 days. After 10 to 14 days of culture in vitro, the
sections were placed in serum-free medium (75% DMEM).
Human iPSC-derived neurons. The iPSC differentiation protocol was modified from the strategy reported
by Zhang et al. (70). The normal human iPSC line iPS (IMR90)-1 (WiCell Research Institute) was infected
by lentiviruses harboring doxycycline-inducible neurogenin 2. After doxycycline treatment for 6 days, neuronal precursors (3 × 105 cells/cm2) were seeded on dishes precoated with poly-D-lysine (1 μg/ml) and
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laminin (1 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) in neuron culture medium (Neurobasal medium with B27 supplement,
brain-derived neurotrophic factor [20 ng/ml; PeproTech], glial cell line–derived neurotrophic factor [20 ng/
ml; PeproTech], L-ascorbic acid [0.2 mM; Sigma-Aldrich], dibutyryl cAMP [0.5 mM; Sigma-Aldrich], and
γ-secretase inhibitor DAPT [10 μM; Stemgent]) (71). Neurons were matured for 20 days before Hb treatment. Medium was changed every 3 days.
Drug administration. For OHSC experiments, we added 10 μM MK-801 (Sigma-Aldrich) or 10 μM Fer1 (Xcessbio) 30 minutes before 5 μM glutamate (Sigma-Aldrich), 20 μM Hb (Sigma-Aldrich), or 0.2 mM
FeCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich). We tested different dosages of Fer-1 (2, 10, or 50 μM) and Hb (5, 10, 20, or 50 μM).
We added 5 μM liproxstatin-1 (Sigma-Aldrich) 30 minutes after 20 μM Hb and 50 μM zileuton (SigmaAldrich) 24 hours before 20 μM Hb.
For in vivo experiments, we injected 1 pmol of Fer-1 (10 μM Fer-1 in 1 μl 0.01% DMSO in saline) (25)
into the striatum immediately after collagenase injection or into the cerebral ventricle 2 hours after collagenase injection. The coordinates for cerebral ventricle injection were: 1.0 mm lateral, 0.5 mm posterior, and
2.5 mm in depth relative to the bregma. For liproxstatin-1 experiments, liproxstatin-1 (0.2 mg/20 g body
weight; Sigma-Aldrich) (36) or vehicle (200 μl saline containing 10% DMSO) was administered i.p. once
daily for 3 days beginning 4 hours after collagenase injection. For compound 968 experiments, compound
968 (0.2 mg/20 g body weight; Millipore) (72) or vehicle (200 μl saline containing 10% DMSO) was administered i.p. once daily for 3 days beginning 4 hours after collagenase injection.
For experiments with human iPSC-derived neuron cultures, we tested different dosages of Hb (5, 10,
20, or 50 μM). Fer-1 (10 μM), caspase-3 inhibitor VII (25 μM [see ref. 73]; Millipore), necrostatin-1 (10 μM
[see ref. 74] or 1 μM; Millipore), 3-methyladenine (5 mM [see ref. 75], Sigma-Aldrich), or a combination of
these drugs was added at the same time as 20 μM Hb.
PI staining. OHSCs were incubated with 5 μg/ml PI (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes, and pictures were
taken under a fluorescence microscope (Nikon TE 2000-E) at 200 ms exposure time (P0). The structure of
the slices was examined under bright field. After treatment, the slices were incubated with PI for 30 minutes, and images were captured (P16). Slices were then incubated for another 24 hours to reach maximum
death (Pmax). Percentage cell death was expressed as the number of pixels in the region of interest (ROI)
above a threshold in the PI fluorescent image divided by the total number of pixels in the ROI (26). The
fluorescence intensity was measured with ImageJ software (NIH) and the PI+ cells were calculated as (P16
– P0)/(Pmax – P0) × 100%. For human iPSC-derived neuron cultures, PI and DAPI were added 30 minutes before images were taken. Percentage cell death is expressed as PI+ cells/DAPI+ cells per ×200 field.
Immunostaining. Treated and PI-stained OHSCs were cut from the inserts, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
for 2 hours, and then blocked in 10% goat serum (Invitrogen) for 1 hour at room temperature. Next, the
slices were incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-NeuN (Cell Signaling Technology, catalog 12943S; 1:500)
or anti-GFAP (Life Technologies, catalog 13-0300; 1:500) primary antibody. After the sections were washed
3 times, they were incubated for 2 hours in Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated secondary antibody (Invitrogen,
catalog A11001 and A11006; 1:1,000) at room temperature. To investigate microglial cell death, we prepared
OHSCs from CX3CR1GFP/+ mice. After being stained with PI, the slices were cut from inserts and fixed and
mounted. All slices were observed and photographed under a fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse 90i)
and a confocal microscope (Leica SPE). The NeuN/PI double-positive cells were counted double blinded by
using ImageJ software. Treated iPSC-derived neurons were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 minutes, and
then blocked as for OHSCs. Cells were stained with MAP2 (Abcam, catalog ab5392; 1:500) primary antibody.
Lipid ROS production measurement. Lipid peroxidation was measured by using a live cell analysis kit:
Image-iT Lipid Peroxidation Kit (Life Technologies). This kit enables the detection of lipid ROS through
oxidation of BODIPY 581/591 C11 reagent. This reagent localizes to membranes throughout live cells,
and upon oxidation by lipid hydroperoxides, it displays a shift in peak fluorescence emission from ~590 nm
to ~510 nm. One set of OHSCs was incubated with CHX (5.4 μM, included in the kit) for 2 hours at 37°C
and 5% CO2 for use as a positive control. All treated slices were incubated with BODIPY 581/591 C11
reagent for an additional 30 minutes in the incubator, and images were taken under the fluorescence microscope. An investigator blinded to treatment group calculated the green fluorescence intensity with ImageJ.
Another set of slices was lysed in RIPA buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) on ice, and the fluorescence emission was read at 590 and 510 nm on a microplate reader.
An MDA assay kit (Biovision) was also used. Briefly, the MDA in the treated slices or brain tissue (1,
3, or 7 days after ICH or sham; 4-mm coronal section from the major hemorrhagic territory) was reacted
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with thiobarbituric acid (TBA) to generate the MDA-TBA adduct; the MDA-TBA adduct was quantified
fluorometrically (excitation/emission = 532/553 nm) on a microplate reader.
We assessed the relative expression of 4-HNE in 4-mm coronal sections from the major hemorrhagic
territory 1 or 3 days after ICH or sham procedure by using Western blot analysis with 4-HNE antibody
(Millipore, catalog 393207) or a 4-HNE competitive ELISA kit (Cell Biolabs, Inc.).
GPx activity measurement. Total GPx activity was measured with a GPx assay kit (Abcam) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, treated slices were removed from the insert membrane
in assay buffer and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was collected for
use in the assay. NADPH, glutathione reductase, and glutathione solutions were added to samples for
15 minutes to deplete all glutathione disulfide. Optical density for NADPH was measured at 340 nm
before addition of cumene hydroperoxide (substrate for GPx) and then every 5 minutes for 60 minutes
after the addition.
FJB/FJC staining. FJB or FJC was used to identify degenerating neurons during acute neuronal distress
as previously described (76, 77). Treated OHSCs or brain sections were observed and photographed under
a fluorescence microscope at an excitation wavelength of 450–490 nm.
Perls’ staining. 3,3′-Diaminobenzidine (DAB; Vector Laboratories)-enhanced Perls’ staining was used to
detect iron accumulation as previously described (62, 78) with slight modification. Briefly, sections of brain
tissue were washed with PBS and incubated in freshly prepared Perls’ solution (5% potassium ferrocyanide
[Sigma-Aldrich]/10% hydrochloric acid) for 1 hour, followed by 5 PBS washes. After DAB incubation for
3 minutes and hematoxylin (Sigma-Aldrich) counterstaining, iron deposition was digitized and analyzed
with ImageJ software.
Hemorrhagic injury analysis. Mice were euthanized by deep anesthesia, and coronal brain sections
were stained with CV alone (for neurons, Sigma-Aldrich) or with Luxol fast blue (for myelin) at 20
rostral-caudal levels that were spaced 120 μm apart. Sections were digitized and analyzed with a 10×
objective and ImageJ software. The injury volume in cubic millimeters was computed by summation
of the damaged areas multiplied by the interslice distance (120 μm). Surviving neurons around the
lesion that were stained by CV were counted under a 40× objective microscope and further identified
by morphology (33).
Neurologic function evaluations. An experimenter blinded to treatment group evaluated mice for neurologic function on different recovery days after ICH. In the neurologic deficit scoring system, mice were
evaluated for body symmetry, gait, climbing, circling behavior, front limb symmetry, and compulsory circling. Each test was graded from 0 to 4, establishing a maximum deficit score of 24 (76, 77). Forelimb
placing was assessed with a vibrissae-elicited forelimb placing test. The mouse was placed on the edge of
a tabletop, and the vibrissae on one side were brushed. Intact animals placed the contralateral forelimb
quickly on the tabletop. Placing was quantified as the percentage of successful responses in 10 trials (33).
For the corner turn test, the mouse was allowed to proceed into a 30° corner. The mouse could freely turn
either left or right to exit the corner. The choice of direction during 10 repeats was recorded, and the percentage of left turns was calculated (33). For the hind limb placing test, the mouse was placed on the edge
of a tabletop and the contralateral hind limb was pulled down. The test was scored as follows: immediate
pullback of limb = 0, delayed pullback = 1, inability to pull back = 2. Placing was quantified in 10 successful trials; trials were excluded when the animal attempted to turn around or walk away (79). Results are
shown as a total score for each mouse.
TEM. Sham and ICH mice at 3 or 6 days of recovery were perfused with 2% paraformaldehyde and
2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, followed by postfixation in 2% osmium tetroxide
with 1.6% potassium ferrocyanide in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate. Samples (at the margin of the hematoma
or corresponding location) were then cut and stained en bloc with 2% uranyl acetate (UA), dehydrated in
ethanol, and embedded in eponate. Then the sections (70–90 nm) were placed on copper slot grids and
stained with 2% UA and lead citrate. TEM images were captured with a Hitachi 7600 TEM in the microscope core of Johns Hopkins University.
Western blot analysis. Mice were anesthetized and decapitated at 1 or 3 days after ICH (n = 5/
group). A 4-mm coronal section from the major hemorrhagic territory was collected into ice-cold PBS
with a mouse brain slicer matrix (Zivic Instruments) as previously described (33). We homogenized
tissues in ice-cold protein extraction reagent (T-PER Reagent; Pierce) with a complete mini protease
inhibitor cocktail (Roche Molecular Biochemicals). Total protein was quantified by BCA protein assay
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(Bio-Rad). Equal amounts of protein were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis and transferred to Immobilon-P membranes (Millipore). Membranes were blocked with
5% nonfat milk in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween-20 and probed with primary antibodies
against 4-HNE (Millipore, catalog 393207; 1:1,000), COX-2 (Abcam, catalog ab6665; 1:500), NeuN
(Millipore, catalog MAB377; 1:500), cleaved caspase-3 (Cell Signaling Technology, catalog 9661L;
1:500), and β-actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, catalog sc-47778; 1:5,000) at 4°C overnight. The membranes were washed and incubated with horseradish peroxidase–linked anti-rabbit or anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; 1:1,000) for 1 hour. The relative intensity of protein
signals was normalized to the corresponding loading control intensity and quantified by densitometric
analysis with ImageJ software.
Statistics. Data are presented as mean ± SD, dot plot, or box-and-whisker plots (95% confidence intervals). We made 2-group comparisons with a 2-tailed Student’s t test followed by Welch’s correction. We
evaluated all behavioral tests by Kruskal-Wallis analysis of ranks followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison
post test to detect significant differences among groups. In anatomical and biochemical studies, 1-way or
2-way ANOVA was used for comparisons among multiple groups. Bonferroni or Dunn’s post hoc analysis was used to determine where those differences occurred. We evaluated survival data using a log-rank
(Mantel-Cox) test. Frequency of distribution of the area of mitochondria was calculated. For comparison
of GPx activity, we used repeated measurements with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test where the P
value between the 2 groups has been corrected. All analyses were carried out with GraphPad Prism 5.0
Software. The criterion for statistical significance was P less than 0.05.
Study approval. All experimental protocols were conducted in accordance with the NIH guidelines and
were approved by the Johns Hopkins University Animal Care and Use Committee.
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